Objectives: Fusion of computed tomography (CT) angiography (CTA) images with fluoroscopy have been demonstrated to provide additional guidance and save iodinated contrast agent during complex endovascular procedures. Image fusion can be achieved with a threedimensional (3D) technique after a noncontrast cone-beam CT acquisition or with 2D-3D technique after acquiring two fluoroscopic images acquired at least 30 apart. The primary objective of this work was to illustrate context-based 2D-3D image fusion techniques individualized to specific endovascular interventional scenarios.
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Context-Based 2D-3D Vascular Image Fusion
Methods: Between August 2016 and January 2017, all patients who underwent endovascular interventions using 2D-3D image fusion guidance in a hybrid operating room (Artis Q floor, VD11; Siemens Medical Solutions USA Inc) were included. Preoperative CTA images were imported, and relevant vascular landmarks were electronically marked. CTA images were then fused semiautomatically with two noncontrast cine acquisitions acquired at least 30 apart. Landmarks from CTA images were overlaid on live fluoroscopy to provide image guidance. Time needed for 2D-3D image fusion, structures used for alignment, additional radiation during image fusion step were noted.
Results: Eight patients underwent endovascular interventions using 2D-3D CTA image fusion guidance. Median time for 2D-3D image fusion step was 3:08 minutes (range, 2:19-7:11 minutes). Median angulation between two cine images acquired for image fusion was 58 (range, 41 -90 ). Median radiation dose from 2D-3D fusion was 52.43 mGy-m 2 . In seven of eight procedures (87.5%), 2D-3D image fusion and overlay of landmarks from CTA on fluoroscopy was successful. Fluoroscopic overlay of landmarks from CTA images was helpful in optimizing working projection (n ¼ 6), cannulating vessels (n ¼ 5), and fenestrating septum to embolize false lumen (n ¼ 1 ; Fig 1) . One of the key lessons learnt from using this technique is "procedural context-based alignment of structures" during 2D-3D image fusion. Based on the availability and procedural context, we propose aligning vascular calcifications, wire, pigtail (Fig 2) , pre-existing stent graft, stents visualized in CTA with fluoroscopy in lieu of aligning rigid spine and pelvic bony landmarks.
Conclusions: Our study illustrates the technique of context-based 2D-3D vascular image fusion technique with using vascular structures as landmarks during image fusion. Such approaches optimize and can further streamline 2D-3D image fusion techniques that are conventionally based on rigid alignment of spine and pelvic bony landmarks. 2D-3D image fusion is another lower radiation alternative to integrate preoperative CTA with fluoroscopy in cases where 3D acquisition is challenging.
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